Stockpiling cash when it takes time to build: Exploring price differentials in a commodity boom
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A B S T R A C T  
Some projects take time to build or are slow to yield cash flows. This may impact the dynamics of investment and liquidity management, although few studies test their financial implications. We exploit the peculiar advantages of copper mines as a laboratory to identify cash-flow sensitivities. In this context, investment decisions depend on the expectations of the long run price of the commodity, while the spread between the spot price and this long run expectations shifts current cash-flows. For this study we compiled a sample of copper firms between 2002 and 2012. We do not find significant effects of cash flow on current capital expenditures, but we do observe a systematic cash flow sensitivity of cash holdings, meaning that some of these transitory earnings are retained as liquidity. This cash stockpiling is stronger among financially constrained firms. In a context of time-to-build, our findings support financial theories emphasizing the salience of cash as buffer stock for liquidity in preparation for future investment opportunities.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Some projects take a long time-to-build their capital or are slow to generate additional production. (e.g. Majd and Pindyck, 1987; Caballero, 1999; Kalouptsidi, 2014; Greenwood and Hanson, 2015). As examples, these projects in which investment takes a long time...
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today, but also generates more liquidity due to current cash flows. For that reason Kaplan and Zingales (1997b) argue that the standard OLS regression explaining investment would estimate a positive and significant coefficient for cash-flows regardless of financial constraints. We argue that this frequent empirical problem of an omitted variable bias could be mitigated in industries with time-to-build, because the incentives to invest depend on long run fundamentals, while current cash-flows could be shifted by a transitory component that does not affect the fundamentals that define investment.

In this paper we precisely take advantage of these features studying copper mining: an industry with time-to-build and for which we can have separate proxies for long and short run profitability. In particular, investment in copper mines is determined by the expectations of the long run copper price, while short run deviations between the spot price and this long run expectation do not generate incentives to invest, because by the time this investment matures, the transitory component of price would vanish in expectation. This cash windfall created by the spread is the core of our identification strategy.

To perform our study we build a panel of both listed and unlisted copper firms around the world between 2002 and 2012. This was a period of a price boom, with surges in the long run price but also meaningful deviations between the spot price and this long run expectation. This spread is our instrument for cash-flows.

Using instrumental variables we examined two types of tests for financial constraints in this sample of copper firms. As suggested before, the first symptom is the known cash-flow sensitivity of investment (CFSI) as in Fazzari et al. (1988). The logic is that constrained firms tend to invest more when they have more cash-flows, something that may not happen to financially unconstrained firms, which can invest when needed, not only when they have liquidity. In our setting of time-to-build this usual sensitivity of investment may be less likely to be detected, because the funding of investment today was decided looking at financial conditions of some years ago and because of the constraints to the speed of investment.

The second and stronger symptom we explore is about future financial constraints. We look at cash-stockpiling as a signal that forward looking firms are preparing themselves for future investments. The story goes as follows: the firm is expecting future constraints to finance a project, and therefore it accumulates a larger fraction of their current cash-flow as cash holdings in the balance sheet. This increases future liquidity that would be useful for future investment. To link this to the previous literature Almeida et al. (2004) call this phenomenon the cash-flow sensitivity of cash (CFSC), where the second mention of the word cash is for cash-holdings rather than cash-flows. In sum, we will be focusing on how much firms stockpile cash out of an additional dollar of transitory earnings.

Our setting seems particularly relevant for testing this theory of cash stockpiling, because this theory is built on the essential assumption that there are future investment opportunities which cannot be executed today. Without such a technological delay in investment opportunities Almeida et al. (2004)’s model would not predict that firms stockpile cash. Our setting of time-to-build in the copper industry is in fact an extreme case of delayed investment opportunities, in which projects take a long time to plan and execute. Moreover, our results are consistent with the theory’s prediction. We find that financially constrained firms tend to stockpile a relevant fraction of the cash coming from transitory earnings. In other words there is a positive and statistically significant CFSC.

In contrast to CFSC, the cash flow sensitivity of investment (CFSI) is almost always statistically insignificant. We are not claiming that cash-flows have exactly a zero effect on the investment of constrained firms. Instead, we argue that in the case CFSI is not zero, it is still difficult to obtain precise estimates of the CFSI because of heterogeneous delays between the financial decisions and actual investment, which is a central characteristic of the industry. Our main message is that with time-to-build CFSC might be a preferred measure of financial constraints compared to CFSL.

Our central results survive a large battery of robustness tests. For example we show that this behavior holds both for listed and unlisted companies. We also try different definitions for financial constraints (i.e. size, credit rating) and for long run copper prices. We added various time varying controls to test for measurement problems or explanations that could challenge our identification. Our results remained robust.

Beyond our central finding of cash-holdings as a financial buffer under conditions of time-to-build, our work is connected to at least three areas of the literature. A first connection of our work is to other papers in the literature that instrument cash-flows using various natural experiments (e.g. Blanchard, Lopez-de Silanes and Shleifer, 1994; Tufano, 1996; Lamont, 1997; Rauh, 2006). Some of these papers use exogenous shocks to prices to mitigate the endogeneity of cash flows to long run investment fundamentals. The difference with our study is that we are the first to exploit the difference between spot and long run expected prices to mitigate that endogeneity. Our story is meaningful only given conditions of time-to-build, which make current prices less relevant for investment decisions.

A second link of our paper relates to the literature measuring investment opportunities. In two extensive summaries of the literature both Hubbard (1998) and Caballero (1999) argue that in investment regressions there is usually little significance or magnitude for the coefficient on Tobin’s Q, while there tend to be positive effects for measures such as cash-flows. Erickson and Whited (2000, 2012) argue that this could be due to measurement error in Tobin’s Q, which inflates cash-flow sensitivities and dilutes the coefficient for Q. We do not use Tobin’s Q but instead replace it with expectations of the long run price of the commodity, as a shifter for investment possibilities. When we test both proxies of

2 Various papers that tested both CFSI and CFSC found that both CFSI and CFSC are significant, but they do not focus on industries with time to build. Using alternative econometric approaches and empirical specifications D’Espallier et al. (2008), Dogova et al. (2011) and Gatchev et al. (2010) report positive and statistically significant estimates for both cash flow sensitivity estimates. A similar result is also found by Almeida et al. (2004) for CFSC and Almeida and Campello (2007) for CFSI independently but using a similar sample of manufacturing firms in the US.

3 Within this cash-flow-sensitivity literature we aim at contributing to the much less prolific set of papers that are identified with a strategy beyond lags and other covariates. Blanchard et al. (1996) explores eleven event studies in which companies were awarded a cash windfall after a judicial procedure. Lamont (1997) explores internal capital markets of conglomerates (multi-segment firms) that include an oil company, looking at the oil price drop in 1986. Rauh (2006) exploits the cash flow shocks induced by unpredicted returns of the corporate pension plans for employees. Out of financial economics various studies have used movements in the main export commodity of a country as a shifter for its exchange rate (e.g. Chen, Rogoff and Rossi, 2010; Chen and Rogoff, 2003; Cashin, Césedes and Sahay, 2004).

4 Andrén and Jankensgård (2015) also uses a relatively smaller sample of firms to study how commodity price changes impact funding, specifically in the gas and oil industry. They find that financially constrained firms reduce their investment sensitivity to earnings when commodity prices jumped. We have significant differences with their approach. First, we study both sensitivity of investment and cash holdings to changes in earnings. Second, they claim to identify a shift in liquidity, not only because of earnings but also because the assets of the company became less valuable after the commodity boom, which diluted the coefficient for Q. Unfortunately that shock to liquidity is by construction correlated with the expectation of future investment opportunities (the demand for funding). We avoid that challenge by focusing on transitory rather than permanent changes, explicitly using an IV approach to identify the liquidity shock. We are also close to Hovakiman (2009) who looks for the determinants of investment cash-flow sensitivity of cash. Again, our innovation vis-à-vis these papers is the aim for causality and especially concern for cash holding rather than investment. Carter et al. (2006) also uses a relatively small panel, but in the airline industry, to explore how hedging impacts a company’s value after oil price changes.
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